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“The Stir Fly”   
Stir Fry delivery by drone – coming soon 

 

 
 

 
350 Cabana Rd E., Windsor, On, March 27, 2017– The team at Budokan PanAsian Bistro are excited to announce the completion of 

our 1st successful stir fry delivery by drone, a.k.a. “STIR FLY”.   The test run, out of our South Windsor restaurant, involved an 

autonomous drone delivering the dish - house favourite, Singapore Street Noodles - to a customer’s house a few blocks away. From 

calling in the order to arriving on their doorstep, the process took under 20 minutes to complete.  

“It’s still early in the process, but we’ve received some enthusiastic feedback from our customer base” says the restaurant’s owner, 

Rob Chanko. “We are still investigating some regulatory details with Transport Canada regarding commercial drone usage before this 

becomes a main stream reality. The airspace rules are constantly evolving and are a little ambiguous at this point, but we think it has 

great potential. The drone had some small glitches with sensors, dodging trees and other potential impediments, but even a pizza 

delivery kid has to back up or circle the block occasionally to get to the correct address, plus there is no need to tip on a drone 

delivery!” says Chanko.    

       

Budokan, located in the heart of South Windsor, serves Pan Asian cuisine influenced by many regions of the Far East. Our menu 

features classic fusion appetizers such as lettuce wraps, spring rolls, grilled chili shrimp or squid, Szechuan eggplant and pork belly in 

Hoisin sauce.  Budokan's signature product is their authentic Asian stir fries featuring beef, chicken, seafood or vegetable based 

dishes, served with various options for noodles, sauce and heat.  Soon, all available by Stirfly…hopefully !!  
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